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Cyber Trucker Proudly Introduces the Trucker'sWorkstation Laptop Stand

The Trucker's Workstation is a revolutionary laptop holder which mounts to the passenger's air
ride seat. It allows truckers to safely use their laptop for navigational purposes while they
drive. It enables truckers to get organized, increase productivity and efficiency, saving them
time and money.

(PRWEB) July 8, 2005 -- The Trucker's Workstation puts your laptop to work while you drive. It's the LAPTOP
HOLDER that keeps your computer at your fingertips. It's revolutionary design and capabilities will take
truckers to where they have never been before.

The laptop stand gets the computer off of the floor or off the seat and protects it from damage.

The TruckerÂ�sWorkstation increases efficiency, productivity & helps reduce out-of-route miles. Truckers can
now get the most out of their GPS unit and mapping software.

Designed, perfected and road tested by a trucker. It is stable and secure ensuring the laptop will not fall during
normal operation (the #1 cause of all laptop failure is impact damage).

The Workstationmounts directly to the passenger air ride seat reducing vibration, and its innovative design
absorbs road shock.

The mounting brackets use the seatÂ�s existing bolts. Installation is quick and easy with no drilling required.

The dual cooling fans prolong laptop life, and even improve performance in some computers.

The cradle pivots and swivels for driver or passenger use and it lifts out for easy removal. This permits easy
access for the passenger to enter the sleeper.

The patent pending Trucker's Workstation is backed by a limited lifetime warranty and a one year limited
warranty on the cooling fans.

Truckers will never want to work another day without the Trucker's Workstation.
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Contact Information
Brian Allen
CYBER TRUCKER
http://www.cybertrucker.net
719-488-5613

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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